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A FORECLOSURE PREVENTION  

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT FUND 

Commonwealth Group Advisors & Research Institute 
& National Commonwealth Group, Inc. 

 

A step-by-step description of: 

 How partners obtain equity in the Fund  

 How the Fund acquires distressed notes and mortgages  

 How it converts those assets into new asset classes 

 How it sells those assets 

 How it distributes any profits or losses to the partners on a pro-rata basis  

 

1. An L3C
1
 is established to serve as the general partner (GP) for a foreclosure 

prevention real estate private equity fund (Fund). An L3C (Low-profit Limited Liability 
Company) is a legal form of business entity that bridges the gap between non-profit 
organizations and for-profit investing by providing a structure that allows for 
investments in socially beneficial philanthropic ventures. This L3C is owned by one or 
more non-profit corporations.

2
 

2. The GP establishes the Fund (a limited partnership investment fund) whose primary 
business is to acquire impaired real estate promissory notes and their corresponding 
mortgages (Old Notes) (thereby terminating foreclosure proceedings) and to convert 
those into various new asset classes ranging from new notes and mortgages (New 
Notes) to rental property with rental agreements (Rental Assets), collectively “New 
Assets”.  

3. The GP will acquire the Old Notes by obtaining funds from investors (who thereby 
obtain an equity interest in the Fund), or by exchanging equity in the Fund with 
current owners of Old Notes who assign those to the Fund in exchange for equity.  

a. Each Old Note acquired with investor funds will be tracked separately. With the 
disposition of the New Assets, proceeds will be distributed to investors as a return 
of their investment. If a gain has been realized on the conversion and sale of the 
Old Notes, a return on their investment will also be made (see below). 

b. For “assigned” Old Notes, each Old Note will be treated as a separate investment 
(even if managed with a single investment document between the Fund and the 
original owner of the Old Note like a community bank), with any profit or loss 
tracked. Upon disposition of the New Asset, any profit or loss (determined by 

                                    
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L3C   
2 By establishing an L3C owned by one or more non-profits, operating funds for the general partner can be obtained 
from either grants to the non-profits, investment into the L3C or both. 
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subtracting the original value of the Old Note as assigned to the Fund from the 
sale price of the New Asset) will be distributed to the former Old Note owner 
(e.g., the bank) as described below. 

4. The Fund will acquire Old Notes from a variety of sources, including local community 
banks, larger lenders like Wall Street banks, county land banks and others.  

5. Old Notes can be acquired from community banks in two ways:
3:  

a. Cash purchase at a discount from the remainder due on the note (requires the 
Fund to raise investment funds to make such purchases). 

b. The Old Note is assigned to the Fund by the bank in exchange for an equity 
interest in the Fund. The Old Notes will be valued (for assignment purposes) at 
the value of the Old Notes as reflected on the balance sheet of the bank at time of 
assignment. The bank’s compensation for the Old Notes will occur when each Old 
Note has been converted by the Fund into a New Asset and subsequently sold to 
other investors (as described below). 

6.  Once the Fund owns the Old Notes, their respective foreclosures will be put on hold 
and the GP: 

a. Begins fact finding with each homeowner to determine their current financial 
circumstance and ability to enter into a new agreement. If viable, the Fund and 
the homeowner will enter into a new (reduced) purchase note and mortgage 
agreement and the foreclosure remains temporarily on hold or terminated.  

b. An alternative arrangement is made like a rental or rent-to-own agreement. If a 
rental arrangement, the homeowner forfeits the deed in lieu of foreclosure and a 
new rental agreement is put in place with the Fund as the property owner. 

7. Until new arrangements have been made, homeowners remain obligated to pay the 
Fund (as the owner of the Old Notes) under the terms of the Old Notes. Once new 
arrangements have been made, the homeowner (or tenant) will be obligated to make 
payments to the Fund under the new arrangements. In either case, the GP will take a 
small portion of the income derived therefrom for its operating expenses and the 
balance will be attributed to an account tied to each home and made part of the final 
disposition of proceeds derived from the New Asset when sold. 

8. Once new arrangements have been completed and following any desired waiting 
period to validate the stability of the new arrangements, the Fund will sell each of the 
respective asset classes to investors interested in those types of assets, e.g., New 
Notes, Rental Assets, etc.  

9. Upon the sale of those New Assets, the Fund will distribute proceeds to the investors 
who provided the funds used to purchase the Old Notes, or to the owners who 
assigned the Old Notes to the Fund (e.g., banks). Distribution will occur as soon as is 
reasonable following the sale of each New Asset.  

10. If, upon sale of the New Assets, the distribution occurs for properties that were 
purchased by the Fund using funds invested into the Fund, profit and loss between 
the investors and the GP will be allocated as follows: 

                                    
3 See the attached flow chart for the treatment of both types of acquisitions from a community bank and when the 
bank gets paid for them. 
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a. With respect to New Assets that resulted from the purchase of Old Notes using 
investor funds, the income derived from mortgage or rental payments plus the 
income from the subsequent sale of those New Assets shall be allocated pro-rata 
to each investor whose funds were used to purchase the corresponding Old 
Notes.  

b. As each New Asset is sold, the Fund shall distribute that pro-rata allocation of 
income to those investors whose funds were used to purchase the corresponding 
Old Notes, up to either: 

i. An amount equal to their original investment (constituting a return of their 
capital).  Example: Original investment $200,000. Old Notes are purchased 
for $100,000 each and sell for $250,000 combined. The first $200,000 is paid 
back to the investors as a “return of investment.” The balance of $50,000 is 
described below. 

ii. When their corresponding last New Asset is sold, investors may realize a loss 
on their investment if the total distributed to them is less than their original 
investment. Example: Original investment $200,000. Old Notes are purchased 
for $100,000 each, and sell for $190,000 combined.  The $190K is distributed 
to the investor(s) who record a $10,000 loss on their investments. The Fund 
will not share in the loss and the investment on the part of the assignor will be 
considered liquidated and terminated with respect to the equity for that 
portion of their ownership in the Fund. 

c. If the sale of the New Assets purchased with investor funds, plus any income 
realized from those specific properties prior to the sale of those New Assets, 
yields a value greater than the purchase price of the Old Notes, the proceeds 
will be distributed to the investor(s) and the GP as follows: 

i. As stated in 10(b)(i) above, proceeds will be distributed to the investor(s) 
up to an amount equal to their original investment and said distribution 
shall be considered a “return of their investment”. 

ii. 80% of any remaining funds so allocated shall be distributed to the 
investor(s) and shall be considered a gain by the investor(s). Thus in the 
above example, the profit on New Assets was $50,000, of which $40,000 
is distributed to the investor(s) to be recorded as a gain. The remaining 
$10,000 goes to the GP. 

iii. If the investors’ last corresponding New Asset has been sold and the 
proceeds distributed, then those investors’ equity position in the Fund shall 
be considered liquidated and their ownership interest corresponding to it 
shall be terminated. Thus partners who invest in the Fund can enter and 
exit the Fund on a revolving basis. 

11. If, upon sale of the New Assets, distribution occurs for properties that were assigned 
to the Fund, then profit and loss will be allocated as follows: 

a. If the sale of the New Asset derived from conversion of the Old Note, plus any 
income realized in connection with that specific property prior to the sale of 
that New Asset, yields a value that is less than the original value ascribed to the 
Old Note upon assignment to the Fund, the combination of those income and 
sale proceeds will be distributed to the original assignor, who shall record them 
as a loss from their original investment. (Example: Old Note valued at 
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$100,000, sells for $74,000 plus income of $1,000 until New Asset sold with 
net to the Fund of $75,000, distributed to the bank. Bank records a $25,000 
loss.) The Fund will not share in the loss and the investment on the part of the 
assignor will be considered as liquidated and terminated with respect to the 
equity for that portion of their ownership in the Fund. 

b. If the sale of the New Asset derived from conversion of the Old Note, plus any 
income realized in connection with that specific property prior to the sale of 
that New Asset, yields a value that is more than the original value ascribed to 
the Old Note upon assignment to the Fund, the combination of proceeds will 
be distributed to the original assignor and the GP as follows: 

i. The original assignment value is returned to the assignor as a ‘return of 
investment. (Example: Original assigned Old Note valued at $100,000. 
Converted to rental property, sold for $145,000, plus $5,000 net (after GP 
fees) in rentals before sale of the Rental Asset for a total of $150,000.  The 
first $100,000 is a return of the investment to the bank.) 

ii. 80% of any remaining funds so allocated shall be distributed to the original 
assignor and shall be considered a gain by the assignor. Thus in the above 
example, the profit on the New Asset was $50,000, of which $40,000 is 
distributed to the bank, to be recorded as a gain. The remaining $10,000 
goes to the GP. 

iii. Upon distribution to the original assignor, the portion of equity in the Fund 
allocated to that particular assignment shall be considered liquidated and 
the ownership interest corresponding to it shall be terminated. Thus 
partners, who assign notes and mortgages to the Fund, can enter and exit 
the Fund on a revolving basis. 

12. As the Fund entails partners and properties entering and exiting the Fund on a 
revolving basis, the Fund persists as long as the GP continues to bring in new partners 
and new properties. 

 

For additional information please contact: 

Michael Sauvante 

Executive Director 

National Commonwealth Group, Inc. 
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